We study pion-nucleon scattering with a chiral lagrangian of pions, nucleons, and ∆-isobars by evaluating the scattering amplitude at tree level to orders Q 2 and Q 3 , where Q is a generic small momentum scale. The O(Q 3 ) calculation provides a good fit to the experimental phase shifts for pion center-of-mass kinetic energies up to 150 MeV. Our results are independent of the off-shell ∆ parameter.
freedom, ChPT up to the one-loop level should account for the πN phase-shift data from threshold to the ∆-resonance region, where the pion center-of-mass (c.m.) momentum is of the order of its mass m π . We note that the framework of nonrelativistic heavy-baryon ChPT [10] has not yet produced a satisfactory account of the πN phase-shift data [11] . However, one of us has recently proposed a relativistic ChPT [12] which allows a straightforward evaluation of the loop diagrams and maintains Weinberg's power counting [13] . According to the power counting, a Feynman diagram contributing to πN scattering is of order Q ν with Q be a generic small-momentum scale and
where L is the number of loops and V i is the number of vertices of type i characterized by n i baryon fields and d i pion derivatives or m π factors. Thus, the scattering amplitude up to order Q 2 has contributions only from tree diagrams and the vertices must have
Up to order Q 3 , we need to add tree diagrams constructed from vertices with d i + n i = 2. As we have remarked, evaluation of the one-loop contribution in the new approach is straightforward, but it is tedious because of the presence of a large number of diagrams involving both the nucleon and the ∆. This calculation is far from being completed, so we restrict ourselves here to tree-level results which are of interest in their own right.
In this Letter, we compare the fits to the πN phase shifts from two calculations: one is the consistent O(Q 2 ) calculation and the other is the O(Q 3 ) calculation without loops.
Even though we expect both calculations to produce errors at the same Q 3 order, we find that the O(Q 3 ) calculation gives a much better fit, which is good up to pion c.m. kinetic energy of 150 MeV. We show explicitly that our results are independent of the off-shell Z parameter of the ∆ isobar.
Chiral symmetry (SU(2) ⊗ SU(2)), Lorentz invariance, and parity constrain the possible πN interactions and these can be found in Ref. [14] . We follow the notation of our previous paper [7] and the discussions therein for the interactions involving the ∆ isobar. Eq. (1) suggests that we may associate d i + 1 2 n i powers of Q to a term of type i in the lagrangian [15] . Krause [16] also argues that i/ D − M is of order Q and so is a single factor of γ 5 (note γ µ γ 5 is of O(1)). Although we naively count γ 5 as O(Q) for organizing the lagrangian, we shall show later that this counting is not precise. We write the lagrangian up to quartic order as the sum of order Q 2 , Q 3 , and Q 4 parts:
The order Q 2 part of the lagrangian is
where the pion field arises in
π · τ and the axial vector
The trace is taken over the isospin matrices and the covariant derivative on the nucleon field is D µ N = ∂ µ N + iv µ N. As regards the ∆, the kernel tensor in the kinetic-energy term is
Here we have chosen the standard parameter A = −1, because it can be modified by redefinition of the ∆ field with no physical consequences. The covariant derivative is
in which ∆ µ = T ∆ µ with T a the standard 2 × 4 isospin 
We retain Z as a parameter here in order to show later how it can be absorbed into the other parameters in the lagrangian. We have simplified the π∆∆ interaction in Eq. and Z 3 = 0 (see Ref. [7] ); this term does not contribute to the scattering amplitude at tree level.
where the dots represent terms that do not contribute to the πN scattering amplitude up to order Q 3 and we have defined
We have also applied naive dimensional analysis [17] to factor out the dimensional factors so that the parameters are expected to be of order unity.
where the braces denote an anticommutator and
Again the dots represent terms that do not contribute to the πN scattering amplitude up to order Q 3 , such terms include the usual fourth-order pion lagrangian.
Using the pion and nucleon equations of motion [13, 18, 19] , we have simplified the contact terms listed in Ref. [14] . For example, we reduce the
term, and higher-order terms which we omit. As a result we have the minimum number of independent terms contributing to the πN scattering amplitude up to O(Q 3 ). Note that the isoscalar-scalar φ and isovector-vector ρ fields as given in Ref. [15] have been integrated out. Their effects show up in the contact terms β π , κ 2 and (1) instead of order 1/Q as a result of the relation
where u(p) is the positive-energy free Dirac spinor. Thus, with both vertices of the λ 1 type, Fig. 1(b) would be of order Q 4 . This result differs from that of Ref. [16] where, associating an extra factor of Q with each γ 5 , we would expect O(Q 5 ).
We follow the standard notation of Höhler [20] and Ericson and Weise [21] to write the T matrix as
where the isospin symmetric and antisymmetric amplitudes are
with q 1 and q 2 the incoming and outgoing pion c.m. momenta. Here A ± and B ± are functions of the Mandelstam invariant variables s, t, and u and are given by the sum of the contributions from the contact terms in Fig. 1(a) , the nucleon exchange in Fig. 1(b) , and the ∆ exchange in Fig. 1(c) . The amplitudes arising from the contact terms are
where ν = (s−u)/4M. The contributions from the nucleon-and ∆-exchange are well-known (see Ref. [20] for example). We list these contributions in the following for completeness.
The amplitudes arising from nucleon exchange are
where ν B = (t − 2m 
, the elastic scattering amplitude
is obtained from the amplitudes A ± and B ± by the standard partial wave expansion [22] .
Here δ α is the phase shift of the α partial wave.
Unitarity requires f α to take the complex structure in Eq. (34). However, f α is real in a tree-level approximation to the scattering amplitude. We may recover unitarity by obtaining the phase shifts from two common methods. The first assumes that the calculated f α is simply the real part of Eq. (34). The second method introduces a K matrix given by [21] 
which together with Eq. (34) implies
The calculated real tree-level amplitude f α is then assumed to actually be K α , which is true for |q| small enough. For sufficiently small phase shifts, the two methods yield the same answer because sin δ α ≈ tan δ α ≈ δ α . However, near the resonance region where δ α ∼ π/2, the K-matrix method can often produce a better fit to the experimental data. We may see that this is the case for the following simple reason. (We note that Goudsmit et al. [5] proposed a justification for the K-matrix method.)
First, for energies near a resonance, we note that the amplitude in the resonant channel takes the relativistic Breit-Wigner form. Taking the P 33 channel as an example, we have [21] |q|f
where Γ ∆ is the ∆ width. Eqs. (34) and (37) lead to
Next, we expect that the tree-level amplitude can be obtained by setting the imaginary part of the denominator of Eq. (37) to zero:
and this is indeed obtained by retaining only the pole contribution of Eqs. (23) to (26) and using the partial wave expansion. Finally, given the tree amplitude Eq. (39), the correct phase shift of Eq. (38) is obtained by the K-matrix method. Thus, while the two methods do not differ for small phase shifts in the nonresonant channels, the K-matrix method is also good on resonance. We therefore use the K-matrix method to obtain the phase shifts here.
In and the parameters needed for other values of Z can be obtained from Eqs. (29) to (33) which we have also verified numerically. We perform two fits to the experimental data corresponding to truncations of the T matrix at
, which is consistent, and at O(Q 3 ), where we only retain tree contributions. In the O(Q 2 ) fit we have only four parameters: β π , κ π , κ 1 , and κ 2 . In the O(Q 3 ) fit we have five additional parameters: λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 , and λ 5 . We fit to the data of Arndt [24] for pion c.m.
kinetic energies between 10 and 150 MeV. Because negligible error bars are given in the data at low energies, we use a simple χ 2 fit in which all the data points have the same relative weight W :
where the superscript "exp" indicates experimental values, i runs over the phase-shift points and α runs over the S and P isospin-spin partial waves: S11, P 11, P 13, S31, P 31, and P 33, and N = α,i is the total number of data points. The parameters resulting from the fits are shown in Table I . Notice that they are of order unity, although Eqs. (29) our values for g A anf f π correspond to a πNN coupling lower by 3% than the value quoted in [25] and the λ 1 term increases the discrepancy by an additional 1%.
The threshold (vanishing pion kinetic energy) S-wave scattering lengths (a 2I ) and the P -wave scattering volumes (a mn with m = 2I and n = 2J) are given in Table II . Both the O(Q 2 ) and O(Q 3 ) calculations yield similar results which agree nicely with Ref. [24] , except for a 13 which is close to the older value [27] . In Fig. 2 , we plot the calculated S-and P -wave phase shifts, along with the data of Arndt [24] to which we fit, as a function of the pion c.m.
kinetic energy. We also show data points from Bugg [26] , and from Koch and Pietarinen [27] . Both calculations are in good agreement with the data for energies up to 50 MeV. As regards higher energies, we notice that the O(Q 3 ) calculation gives a significantly improved fit, particularly for δ S31 . Up to 150 MeV pion c.m. kinetic energy, the agreement with the data is at least as good as many phenomenological models [1] [2] [3] 5 ].
In conclusion, we have presented a systematic chiral lagrangian approach to low-energy The phase-shift data from Arndt [24] (triangles), Bugg [26] (squares), and Koch and Pietarinen [27] (circles) are also shown.
consistent, are under investigation and it will be interesting to see whether their inclusion provides a better fit and whether the agreement covers a wider energy region.
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